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Abstract

Skill execution has played a central role in cog-
nitive architectures for managing various activ-
ities. In simple domains, sequential skill exe-
cution is usually sufficient to achieve a goal.
However, in complex domains that involve
multiple resources, serial skill execution can-
not exploit all available resources. For this rea-
son, an agent must have a mechanism to man-
age resources for reasonable behaviors in these
domains. We present an extension to teleo-
reactive logic programs that supports parallel
execution of multiple skills at the architectural
level, and discuss preliminary evaluation of the
new skill execution mechanism.
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Introduction
Skills let agents engage in complex activities. Researchers in
AI and cognitive science have proposed different approaches
for execution of skills to manage activities of agents in a va-
riety of domains. Previously, we reported our work on a cog-
nitive architecture, ICARUS, that represents complex hierar-
chical skills as ateleoreactive logic program, and executes
them in a sequential manner to achieve goals (Langley &
Choi, 2006). In simple domains like the Blocks World where
a small number of independent actions are available, a serial
execution mechanism is sufficient to handle various tasks.

However, in more complex domains with multiple re-
sources or entities to manage, sequential execution is inef-
ficient and sometimes unable to accomplish goals. For exam-
ple, an agent may be given a task of controlling two different
units in a real-time strategy game to perform a coordinated
attack on an enemy unit. Sequential control of the units is
not only slower to achieve the goal, but it may also be in-
capable of accomplishing the goal if the situation requiresa
coordinated, simultaneous attack. Automated agents can han-
dle these types of problems by executing multiple skills at the
same time, and managing available resources.

In this paper, we present an extension to our architec-
ture that lets agents manage resources through parallel exe-
cution of skills. We start by reviewing the assumptions of the
ICARUSarchitecture, and describing its skill execution mech-
anism. Then, we present an extension to the architecture for
parallel skill execution, and discuss preliminary evaluation of

Table 1: Examples of concepts for the in-city driving domain.

((stopped ?self)
:percepts ((self ?self speed ?speed))
:tests ((< ?speed 0.1)

(> ?speed -0.1)))
((straighten-in-lane ?self)
:percepts ((self ?self))
:relations ((in-lane ?self)

(straight ?self)))

the new mechanism. Finally, we conclude with a discussion
of related and future work.

The ICARUS Architecture
Since we cast our work as an extension to the ICARUS ar-
chitecture, it will be appropriate to describe the overall sys-
tem first. As previously reported (Langley & Choi, 2006),
ICARUS is a cognitive architecture for physical agents, that
shares many assumptions with other systems like Soar (Laird
et al., 1987), ACT-R (Anderson, 1993), and Prodigy (Car-
bonell et al.,1990). The system has a strong commitment to
separate conceptual and procedural memories, a representa-
tion similar to Horn clauses and STRIPS (Fikes et al., 1972)
operators, and a cycle-based execution module. However,
ICARUS also possesses many novel features, including skills
indexed by the concepts they achieve and goal-directed but
reactive execution. In this section, we describe the represen-
tation and performance mechanisms of the architecture before
we term the topic of parallel execution.

Representation of Knowledge
The ICARUS architecture distinguishes conceptual and pro-
cedural knowledge, and it has separate long-term memories
for each of them. A conceptual long-term memory stores
ICARUS’ concepts as Horn clauses, and a skill long-term
memory stores its procedural knowledge in a hierarchical
variant on STRIPS operators. Table 1 shows some sample
concepts used in an in-city driving environment, and Table 2
shows some sample skills in the same domain.

The conceptstraighten-in-lanein Table 1 is defined in
terms of the conceptsin-laneand straight, and the concept
stoppedis defined using the perceptself, along with arith-
metic tests on its attributes. The skillat-speedin Table 2 is
a primitive skill which has an actions field that refers to ac-



Table 2: Examples of skills for the in-city driving domain.

((at-speed ?self)
:percepts ((self ?self))
:start ((stopped ?self))
:actions ((*gas 6.25)))

((straight ?self)
:percepts ((self ?self))
:subgoals ((centered ?self)

(heading-straight ?self)
(wheel-straight ?self)))

tions the agent can directly execute in the environment, and
the skillstraightis a non primitive skill that has three subgoals
centered, heading-straight, andwheel-straight.

Performance Mechanisms

ICARUS operates in distinct cognitive cycles. As shown in
Figure 1, the architecture first receives perceptual informa-
tion from the agent’s environment and infers conceptual in-
stances that match in the current state based on the knowl-
edge stored in conceptual long-term memory. Then the sys-
tem finds a path through its skill hierarchy, starting with its
current goal and terminating with a primitive skill that lists
actions the agent should apply in the environment.
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Figure 1: Execution process of the ICARUS architecture

During the inference step, ICARUSmatches concept defini-
tions stored in its long-term memory to the percepts from the
environment, and infers instances of those concepts by replac-
ing variables with constants. These instantiated conceptsare
stored in a short-term belief memory. ICARUS infers primi-
tive concepts first, and then continues with non primitive ones
using the lower-level beliefs.

Based on the inferred state of the world, ICARUS’ execu-
tion module selects a path through its skill hierarchy for the
current cycle. An executable skill path is composed solely
of executable skills, starting with a skill that will achieve the
current goal. A lower-level skill for an unsatisfied subgoalat
each level follows in the list, and it terminates with a primitive
skill that describes actions to perform in the world. The sys-
tem prefers the path executed during the previous cycle over
new ones generated from scratch, which ensures that the sys-
tem stays reactive to the environment while still maintaining
persistence and goal-directed behavior.

Parallel Skill Execution
ICARUS has successfully worked for several domains. How-
ever, single skill execution per cycle is not sufficient to man-
age an agent which can perform multiple actions simultane-
ously or to manage several agents at the same time. Resource
management can make up for these weak points in ICARUS.
It helps an autonomous agent produce more human-like be-
haviors and conduct tasks efficiently when it has an ability to
perform several actions simultaneously. Also, resource man-
agement is necessary when tasks cannot be performed by a
single agent.

We can categorize resource management into two parts,
one focusing on action-level resource management and the
other on agent-level resource management. We have built an
extension to ICARUS for parallel skill execution as one way
of managing resources for both capabilities.

Action-level Resource Management
As we have mentioned, ICARUS finds a hierarchical path in
a top-down manner from a goal to primitive skills. A primi-
tive skill’s actions play an important role in performing tasks
in the environment. Among the several applicable paths,
ICARUS selects only one path to execute. If it could select
multiple skill paths, it could enact multiple actions in paral-
lel. For this reason, we have implemented a new mechanism
for resource management that increases the number of skill
paths ICARUS can select.

When it selects a skill path and the primitive skill involves
an agent that can perform multiple actions simultaneously,
ICARUS checks a field in the skill definition that designates
a resource group for the action. ICARUS cannot simultane-
ously execute actions that are assigned to the same resource
group. If an action that is a member of this resource group
has already been selected on a cycle, ICARUS does not se-
lect this skill path, but instead tries to find another applicable
skill path. If an action’s resource group has not been selected,
ICARUS also selects this skill path. After finding all applica-
ble paths, ICARUS executes all of the selected skills in paral-
lel. Figure 2 illustrates this mechanism on the left side.

For example, an agent in a driving domain can perform
three actions:(*gas ’move ?pedal), (*steer ’turn ?angle), and
(*cruise ’move). Both the*gasaction and the*cruiseaction
are assigned to themoveresource group, while the*steerac-
tion is assigned to theturn resource group. When ICARUS
selects a skill path that includes the*gas action, it can also
select a skill path that has the*steeraction, but it cannot se-
lect a skill path that includes*cruise, because it has already
selected an action in themovegroup.

From this example, we can see that multiple skill execu-
tion enables the ICARUS architecture to manage action-level
resources. We can expect the agent implemented in this ex-
tended framework to have more realistic behaviors and to per-
form tasks more efficiently by conducting multiple actions si-
multaneously.

Agent-level Resource Management
In some applications, ICARUS encounters the need to manage
multiple agents that operate in a shared environment. For-
tunately, it can deal with agent-level resource management
using the same mechanism it uses for action-level manage-
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Figure 2: Managing action-level and agent-level resourcesin
the ICARUS architecture.

ment. The key idea is parallel execution of primitive skills.
A primitive skill has valuable pieces of information that are
necessary to perform an action. ICARUS refers to a resource
group field in an action to determine whether it selects this
skill. Using this field as an agent resource group, ICARUS
can perform agent-level resource management successfully.

These two levels of resource management appear differ-
ent, but they are fundamentally the same in selecting skill
paths. The only difference is the meaning of resource groups.
For action-level management, this means an action resource
group while for agent-level management it refers to agent re-
sources. ICARUS performs the latter by remembering agent
groups when it selects applicable skill paths. Because the
system can simultaneously execute actions that belong to dif-
ferent resource groups, it automatically performs agent-level
resource management. Figure 2 shows this mechanism on the
right side.

For example, consider a multi-aircraft simulator environ-
ment that has three distinct aircraft. If each aircraft can move
to a new location by performing the(*move-to ?airplane ?x
?y ?z)action, ICARUS can select three skill paths that con-
tain (*move-to PLANE1 x1 y1 z1), (*move-to PLANE2 x2
y2 z2), and (*move-to PLANE3 x3 y3 z3). These actions
have different agent resource groups:PLANE1, PLANE2,
andPLANE3. So ICARUS executes the three skills in par-
allel.

This example shows that multiple skill execution lets the
ICARUS architecture manage agent-level resources as well as
action-level resources. Agent-level resource managementen-
ables each agent to have better controllability by reducingthe
time interval between two sequential action commands.

Preliminary Evaluation
To measure the benefits of resource management through par-
allel skill execution, we used a synthetic multi-aircraft sim-
ulation environment. Our evaluation focused on testing the
hypothesis that the agent should achieve a goal more effi-
ciently when it managed resources through executing mul-
tiple skills simultaneously than when it did not manage mul-
tiple resources at all.

We designed the multi-aircraft simulation to test multi-

agent control capability in AI systems. The environment
consisted of a three-dimensional space with multiple aircraft,
which must move to goal locations by coordinating with each
other. In this domain, we assigned a single resource group to
each aircraft under the player’s control, and we evaluated the
performance of the agent-level management. Figure 3 shows
a screenshot of this domain, which has three aircraft.

Figure 3: A screenshot of the multi-aircraft simulation.

We performed preliminary tests on the new skill execution
mechanism without the ICARUS architecture. The domain
had three airplanes and they had the same goal of chasing
a moving object. We used two test metrics. One was the
number of cycles used until every goal was achieved, and the
other was the tracking error from an optimal tracking curve
between the start location of an airplane and the object loca-
tion. The first metric tells us improvement in time, and the
latter tells us improvement in space.

We observed improvement in both metrics. The number of
cycles required to achieve goals was considerably decreased
with multiple skill execution, and the traces of airplanes un-
der resource management were smoother. From these traces,
we know that multiple skill execution improved the control-
lability of each agent, since all airplanes received actions in
every cycle.

Related Research
There have been some previous efforts to build architectures
to manage a variety of resources. Mateas and Stern (2004)
discuss ABL, a language specifically designed to support the
creation of human-like virtual characters. They describe the
primary features of ABL, including parallel behaviors, joint
goals, and behaviors for multi-agent coordination. They also
introduce Facade, a system for an interactive drama which
controls several characters in a simulated environment, which
is different from our architecture in that it focuses on story-
based agents.

Albus and Meystel’s (2001) RCS architecture also orga-
nizes its knowledge in a hierarchical fashion, and it may bear



the closest resemblance to ICARUS. However, the RCS ar-
chitecture was designed not only to handle hierarchical tasks
but also to manage multiple agents. Also, its origin is in con-
trol theory while ICARUS’ in cognitive science, and it still has
many differences with ICARUS.

Tambe (1997) presents an implemented model of team-
work called STEAM, the fundamental building block of
which is joint intentions. This system builds up a hierarchical
structure of joint intentions and individual intentions that are
analogous to the partial SharedPlans. STEAM manages re-
sources with its own independent framework, while ICARUS
has an architectural approach to manage resources.

Directions for Future Work
Our research on resource management is still in its early
stages. We evaluated the benefits of parallel skill execution
for agent-level resource management in a preliminary man-
ner. However, we have not finished evaluating it with the
ICARUS architecture and we have not evaluated our hypoth-
esis that action-level resource management will bring bene-
fits. We plan to measure on the action-level performance in
an architectural level, using an in-city driving environment
we have reported elsewhere (Choi et al., 2007).

Although an in-city-driving testbed may have multiple ve-
hicles under an agent’s control, we will use the domain
mainly to test action-level resource management, where an
agent controls a single vehicle with two independent re-
sources, such as the steering and the gas. Here an agent can
achieve multiple goals, such as, being at a desired speed and
being aligned with lane lines, simultaneously by assigningthe
two resources to the corresponding skills for the goals.

The current extension to the ICARUS architecture covers
both action-level resource management and agent-level re-
source management. However, it cannot cover both of them
at the same time because it uses one resource group field in
each action. It indicates an action resource group or an agent
resource group. Thus, when we write it as an action resource
group on a specific domain, ICARUS cannot perform agent-
level resource management on that domain, and vice versa.
We will extend the ICARUS architecture to carry out these
two levels of resource management at the same time.

We will also extend ICARUS to planning-level resource
management. The current version of ICARUS selects skill
paths in random order, and it does not check which combina-
tion of skills is the better choice. If it can select a combination
of skill paths in a cycle that is better at achieving its goals, its
performance will be considerably improved.

Concluding Remarks
In the previous sections, we presented an architectural ap-
proach to resource management for complex domains. Our
research on extending the ICARUS architecture is still in its
early stages. Although we presented preliminary evidence for
our hypothesis, we should evaluate the benefits of architec-
tural support for parallel skill execution through experiments
in more domains.

We expect that performance of the agent will be consid-
erably improved by this extension. The most powerful ef-
fects should appear in complex domains like real-time strat-
egy games, and we plan to continue our research in this area.

Developing a more sophisticated and flexible management
scheme for resources will have high priority in our future
work.
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